Threshold detection of aromatic compounds in wine with an electronic nose and a human sensory panel.
An electronic nose (e-nose) based on thin film semiconductor sensors has been developed in order to compare the performance in threshold detection and concentration quantification with a trained human sensory panel in order to demonstrate the use of an e-nose to assess the enologists in an early detection of some chemical compounds in order to prevent wine defects. The panel had 25 members and was trained to detect concentration thresholds of some compounds of interest present in wine. Typical red wine compounds such as whiskeylactone and white wine compounds such as 3-methyl butanol were measured at different concentrations starting from the detection threshold found in literature (in the nanograms to milligrams per liter range). Pattern recognition methods (principal component analysis (PCA) and neural networks) were used to process the data. The results showed that the performance of the e-nose for threshold detection was much better than the human panel. The compounds were detected by the e-nose at concentrations up to 10 times lower than the panel. Moreover the e-nose was able to identify correctly each concentration level therefore quantitative applications are devised for this system.